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About This Software

Note: ChessBase in not a chess video game. It is an educational tool designed for serious chess players for training and
preparation purposes.

ChessBase Pro is a personal, stand-alone chess database that has become the standard throughout the world. All kinds of
players use ChessBase, from the World Champion to the amateur next door. It is the program of choice for anyone who loves
the game and wants to know more about it. Start your personal success story with ChessBase and enjoy your chess even more.

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH CHESSBASE:

Retrieve games according to openings, players and tournaments; generate tournament cross tables and full graphic statistics of
players or openings; “Similarity search” shows all games with similar pawn structures, sacrifice patterns, endgame positions etc.;

“Let's check”*: access the world's largest database of in-depth analysis (more than 200 million positions); Cloud analysis:
analysis of a single position with several engines from different computers running in parallel; “Deep analysis”: generates an
analysis tree that changes dynamically as with time weaker variations are dropped. One click annotates your game with the

“Theoretical Novelty”; merge games on-the-fly into an opening tree; generate a player's dossier containing all available
information from the database; generate a comprehensive openings report with main and critical lines, plans and most important

games; Single click publishing of games on the Internet; print games in superb quality with diagrams and multiple columns;
automatic update of your local reference database with the weekly installments of games; access to the ChessBase online

database with over 7 million games**.

NEW IN CHESSBASE 13:
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The ChessBase Cloud***: You are now able to make use of your databases from any computer. Set up your own
repertoire and your own games in private space in our cloud.

Optimize the performance of your engines with analysis tasks. Define which positions are to be analyzed, one after the
other. Your engine will track your performance over time and assemble and store in-depth analyses of your games.

The improved repertoire function distinguishes between the repertoire for White and Black.

Ergonomic operation: Easier analysis and annotation via a new series of buttons. More efficient input of variations
during analysis, new variations accepted without a request for confirmation.

And much more!

ChessBase Pro

ChessBase 13  program

Mega Database 2016 (approx. 6.4 million games, 68,500 with annotations)

Access to ChessBase Cloud and ChessBase Online Database (over 7 million games

Access to Weekly Games Update until 31st December 2016

* Let's Check service access last through Dec. 31, 2016

** Live-Database access through Dec. 31, 2016

*** A ChessBase Account is required for ChessBase Cloud access
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I really liked this cool and funny game.
it's free to play
and for free to play game
it's really cool and me and my friends
playing together on this game.
i am supporting this game. and i think the creators
made a real nice,cool and funny game. Waste of money. Basic skins looks best.. Total♥♥♥♥♥♥game made on ♥♥♥♥♥♥
Unity engine..... like this simple game.. Great Extension of Crysis 1 !. Phoenix Force is equivalent to one of those old avoider-
style Flash games where you just don't touch anything. You don't even get to control when to use your special. There's not a
single decision to make. Calling it a shoot 'em up is generous. Go play one of the many superior shmups on Kongregate instead.
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If you like casual puzzle games then you might like this, this is very similar to Bejeweled only not as good IMO.
It uses the same principle, match the gems to destroy them etc and get the best score you can, there is a few different game
modes to play but nothing special and this isnt something that will keep you going for hours thats for sure, but it is abit of fun
none the less.

Overall, its ok for a few mins gameplay here n there but not the best puzzle game in the world, and personally i wouldnt spend
any money on it, opt for bejeweled instead.

. In a TWO PERSON game, a third group will come in with crazy overpowered soldiers and ruin the entire match. It is
unplayable when it happens. Sometimes they die right away, but if they don't the game you're playing is ruined because they can
be impossible to stop.. This last installment of the series is similar in style to the others, and wraps the story up nicely. Many
characters from previous episodes return. This episode has choices which lead to multiple endings. It is longer like Episode 3,
but doesn't fall prey to excessive dialogue. There were places, however, where I had to check the guide to find out what to do.. I
loved this game but it was hard. I had to lose several games mid-late game before I finally prevailed. I've never played any of the
military sims that I assume this is based on, so I don't know how it compares. I've always been a fan of King Arthur/Merlin
mythology and the writing and art for this game were really fun for me. The special abilities that your knights (think of them as
generals that also participate in battle) can learn are a bucket of fun.. Endless fun. Might become my new boxing program xD. I
like D.I.P.R.I.P. alot, it reminds me of the old twisted metal games I used to play. It is a shame that no one really plays anymore.
The game is worth playing if your a fan of demo-durby type games just be sure that you have friends who will play if you
download it though because like I said earlier, there's just no one playing.. Having put in a decent amount of time to this, having
played the original version on itch.io, I can tell a vast amount of effort was put in to improve on this nifty little concept.
RPaW is proving to be a closet favorite of mine for winding down an evening. There's a good amount of depth to the little world
Scott Ethington's put together beyond the main gameplay of sneakily searching for pants - the humorous quips of random
citizens hide classist undertones of a world idolizing the haves and demonizing the have-nots. Each corner of the map holds a
unique challenge of stealth with different takes on the same base mechanisms (a bush hides your shame just as well as a rack of
clothes).
I'm not one to buy into the speed-running metric that's tracked by the game, but I certainly can appreciate the challenge in
collecting as many pants as you can (working your way up the chain of the 'have's, eh?), which is compounded by the
compulsion to keep moving and not apply the pants you already have.
Definitely more to this than one would first think, and very much worth the amount I'll usually spend on a muffin in the
morning!. never had a videogame made me smile and laugh at myself. I am sadden by the fact that I really suck at math. I also
am amazed that a 7 year old is trolling me by producing a videogame that not only challeges and yet still impresses me.
I find that the reviews of this game are toxic because they hold a standard of how a videogame should be or shouldnt be but the
people wrote those reviews lack the fundmental (spellcheck) design structure of how videogames are created. Games are created
using coding , this little girl coded a program that not only works well and it is culturally relevant....(In others words, this game is
unique and different from what steam offers.)

To the creator, Keep producing new exciting stuff. one suggestion to make this a better software, is to have an ablitity to play
with my friends on a multiplayer scale. When you become my age (28 years old) you will understand how much potential this
can have if this was turned into a drinking game.... My best friend and partner in crime (my girlfriend) laughed at my inablitity
to do math and decided to do shots everytime we got a question wrong. So i hope to see multiplayer functions to share scores on
steam or some way that more people get involved. I was able to screenshot my score of -10 to my gf via facebook/steam/social
media;but it felt only one side because the multiplayer option is limited.

I wish you the best of luck in all that you do, I will purchase this product and future products again....

WIlliam Levenberg
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